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TEB AERODYXA?>$IC DRAG OF FLYIWG-BOAT EULL MODELS 

AS E4EASURBD IX THE N.A.C.A. ZO-FOOT VIND TUXINEL - I 

By Xdivin I). Eartman 

Keasurements of aerodynamic drag have been made in 
the 20-foot wind tunnel on a representative group of 11 
flying-boat hull models. The models were originally con- 
structed for the N.A.C.A. tank and the results of tank 
tests on 9 of them have already been published. 

Four of the models were modified to investigate the 
effect of variations in over-all height, contour of deck, 
depth of step, angle of afterbody keel, and the addition 
of spray strips and windshields. 

The results of these tests, 
range from -5' to loo, 

which cover a pitch-angle 
are presented in a form suitable 

for use in performance calculations and for design pur- 
poses. 

INTRODUCTIOW 

The scarcity of aerodynamic drag data on flying-boat 
hulls has been brought to the attention of the N.A.C.A. 
through repeated requests for such data. At the present 
time practically all of the data on the aerodynamic char- 
acter?.stics of flying-boat hull models that have been pub- 
lished are to 3e found in reference 1. The tests report- 
ed therein were made on models of mhich the greatest num- 
ber are at present obsolete and of mhich the dimensions 
were less than one half those of the models in the pres- 
ent tests. 

The present tests were greatly facilitated by using 
the models that had been constructed for hydrodynamic re- 
search in the N.A.C.A. tank. These model3 formed a rep& 
resentative group of recent hull lines and were of such 
size as to permit a Reynolds Number (based on hull length) 
of about 7,500,OOO to be obtained, 
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The main purpose of this investigation is to make 
available to the designer useful information with rogard 
to the aerodynamic dra.g of various ty-pes of flyirg-boat 
hull models. !I!he present report is the first in a series 
covering an investigation in this P.ield. Through close 
cooperation betmccn the hydrodynamics and aerodynamics 
diviisions it is hoped'that results leading to improvomonts 
in hull design may be obtained. 

As the air characteristics of a flying-boat hull will 
beJmost useful, to the designer when supplemented by tank 
data, a list of the N.A.C.A. publications in which the na- 
ter characteristics of all the hullsin the present study 
that have thus far been tank-tested-'is given below. 

Model no: ..' Eubkication - -A--- ---------- 
11-A T.N. 470 

16 T.B’. 471 

18 .i T.N. 482 

,14 _ T.3. 491 

35 T.N. 504 

22-9 T.N. 504 

26 T.N. 512 

1 T.R. 470 

1. T.11. 503 

APP&TUS AWD XETRODS 

Models ,- The body lines and dimensions of the models .- .---- 
investigated'in this report are given in figures 1 and 2 
and 4 to 12, and in table I, the identifying numbers being 
the same as those used in the reports of the tank tests, 
T?te mode.ls Tere made of mahogany; the surfaces mere smooth 
and painted. 

Seven of the models mere built with f,la't plywood- 
covered decks. Tfll:ls construction nas considerably less 
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costly than one with a normal superstructure and facili- 
tated.testi.ng in the tank but, unfortunately for the pres- 
ent tests, these models bore !.it..tle aerodynamic resom- 
blance to normal hulls with nicely rounded deck corners. 

The -possi-.bili-ty was considered p.f fitting rounded 
decks on 3 of the flat-decked modzls and. from tests on 
these 3 predicting what the effect of the rounding Fould 
be,,on the other 4. rjlhe drag. of a hull will vary somewhat 
Vith the 'curvature of, tT+e r.oxnded deck but it 6as though% 
that most of the benefit.of a..ful.ly rounded cock could be 
obtafned by merely giving the corner,s a generous radilus of 
curvatilre. LX detachable rounded-deck layer having a cor- 
ncr radius and thickness equal .to one.quarter of the beam 
at each station mos thcreforo.made for models 11-X, 26, 
anct 35. in figures 2,,,8, and 9 the roundedideck lager Is 
shoxn by brdkon lines. $hi v solid.J,ines .i_n al.5 'of the fig- 
ures cxcc~t figurc,20(ti) indicate tbo l5nes of the orig- 
inal'mo his. . . 

.-' 
Other structural modifdcations made to models 35 and 

11-A consisted of cutti,ng. them donn t.o th.e 'mirimum hefght 
possi3lc without cutting th?ough the .chines .22a the;l re- 
building thorn &ith a number'bf detachable flat layers, 

each Ii-$ inches in thickness. This constructSon enabled the 
dcterm?nation of ths.varistdon of hull drag with hull 
height. One of the flat layers, 'Ls shoxn by bro.ken lizles 
in figures 2 'and. 9; 531.e amov& t tha't'the original.models .,: 
acre cut dorm is not indicated, tn the d:ra-iPings. 

As received, the d_kcks of all the flat-decked modelss 
mere 'covered mith 5/16-inch plymood and rounded at the 
corners to about l/d-inch radius. The discrepancy between 
the heights Indi-cated i-n. the,figures and in table I i-s ac- 
counted for by the thickness of this ~lyvood layer, not 
shonn in the ffgurcs, with nhich all of the flat-decked 
models rerc tested. 

Fhe flat-decked model. 31-A 77&s made in two main parts, 
the forebody and afterbody, separe-ble at tie mai'n step. 
Variations ?.n depth of step rere obtained b;- shifttng the 
forebody up or dotJo relative to the afterbody, and varia- 
tions ,%n angle of afterbody keel nere obtai,ned. by insert- 
ing nedges between the t-30 sections. ir- bjth cases the. 
deck nes built up to avoid IrreguiarTties. 

Xodel 35 nas further modiffed. to permit the determi- 
nation of the ef?ect of both the ordinary end undercut 
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types of mindshield. These modifications (shown in fig. 
20(a)) were madc by cutttng down the foredeck and build- 
ing up the windshields nith plasticine. 

Asaratus.- The tests were made in the 20-foot tun- ._-- 
nel described in reference 2. The mode1.s Bere mounted in 
an inverted oosition on a strut as shovn in figure 5 and 
the changes in angle of pitch were obtained by rotating 
the model about a horizontal bar to nhich the vertical 
strut nas attached. 

All of the sup-oorting structure except a short por- 
tion of the supporting strut was to,tally enclosed by fair- 
ing and the system was electrified to detect any fouling 
of the fairing with the active supports. 

Methods.- The models were tested through a pitch- 
angle range from -5' to 10' at intervals of 2*', moasurod 
from the straight part of.thc deck center line, Drag 
readings mere taken at seven or more air speeds ranging 
from 45 miles per hour to some-zhat more than 100 miles per 
hour and were plotted against dynamic pressure q for 
each angle of pitch. The values of gross drag at a dynam- 
ic pressure corresponding to a velocrty of 100 miles per 
hour in standard air were taken from these plots and, af- 
ter making tare and horizontal-buoyancy corrections, the 
net drags thus obtained were converted to coefficient form 
and plotted against the angle of pitch. 

The tare‘drag vas determined at each angle of pitch 
by supporting the model on the balance vith an alternate 
set of struts and making drag tests with and without the 
normal supporting strut. The tare drag thus obtained 
amounted to about 22 percent of the average minimum drag 
of the models. 

A horizontal-buoyancy correction was necessary since 
in the portion of the tunnel jet where the models were 
tested there exists a static-pressure gradient in the di- 
rection Darallel to the air flow. The correction 77as 
found to be about 8 percent of the minimum drag of each 
hull model. 

The drag coefficient given in all the figures of this 
report, CD = drag/qA, is based on the maximum cross- 
sectional area of the model. A coefficient based on the 
tvo-thi_rds parer of the volume might have been equally 
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suitable,and'for this. reason table 1 gives, in addition . 
t0 the major dimensions, ,the volume of each-hull model and 
jts minimum drag coeffic:ent C+,s based on (volume)2/3. 

The bala:lce system was calibrated during the,period 
when these tests were being made and it vas found to be 
accurate to 0.05 pound in.the. range of drag values encoun- 
tered in the hull-model tests, 

. 

: 
T’lle plots of gross drag against q shoved fern points 

rengved,mo.re than O.lCpound from the mean line and, after 
considering the possfb4lity oi,other.minor errors _neculiar 
!o wind-tunnel testing,. it is. believed that in the range 
of minimum drag the t.ests are accurate to f0.15 pound, or 
about &5 percent. This percentage accuracy may also be 
assumed ai holding for the higher angles of ?itch. 

-. .r I~~~_ ~~ 

Ti.e results of the piesent 
- .- 

figures 1-3 to 23 and in Fable I. 
tests are presented in. 

Figure 13 s'l?o~s the drag 
curves for all the models vith rounded decks and figure 14 
shows the curves for three flat-decked models. The drag 
curve of model 44, one of.,tke RC class, -is notable because 
of its .low value of minlmum drag and because of the angle 
at..mhlch the minimum occurs, It must be remembered, -hoi+ 
ever, t3at flying boats using the form of model 44 require 
either a hull extension, or booms, to carry the tail sur- 
faces, the drag of which must be added.,to the drag of the 
hull. for a true coaDarison mith the drag of other hulls. 

Xodels 11-A and 26, which have the most favorable 
drag charadtcristfcs 
tical s%des. 

of any of t>e hulls tested, have ver- 
Model 35 also has vertical stLes but, l.ike 

ncdel 22-A, it has a pointed step that.seems to have a 
higher drag than the usual transverse step. 

Effect of height.- -- -- --- The relation betneen drag coeffl- 
cient and over-all height of hull is shown in figures 15 

L and 36. T!Lese results s;ere obtained by adding flat-Gck 
I layers to the models 2p.C test$ag .nith and witkrout the : 

rounded-deck layer. ,The curves ,in figures 15 and 16 indi- 
. 
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cate, as one would e*qect, that the drag coefficient de- 
creases with increase in tLe height of hull. It is to be. 
noted that, although tho cocfmficiont decreases with height, 
the drag actually increases. 

Effect of rounded docl: - Figures 17, 18, and 19 indi- --------------.-------z..% 
cate the benefit derived from a rounded deck. The dif- 
ferences between the drag coefficients of the three hull 
models with and without rounded decks are exaggerated by 
the disproportion between the h.eight of. the three models 
with and without the rounded deck. Vith the 'data in fig- 
ures 15 and 16 it is uossibl'e to estimate a height correc- 
tion that will Put t-he curves on a comparable basis. Such 
a method was used to produce the dotted curves in figures 
18 and 19, which give the drag of'flat-decked hull models 
having the same cros's-sectional areas as the models with 
rounded deck in these figures; ITo‘ correction was necessary 
for model 35 (fig. 17) as the cross-sectional areas for 
the two conditions nere nearly the same. 

If the minimum dragof hull model 26 with the flat 
deck and with the additional rounded-deck layer is calcu- 
lated, it is found that,. although the cross-sectional area 
has been increased 33 percent by the rounded-deck layor, 
the minimum drag has actually been reduced by, about 12 -per- 
cent. Vhen the hulls are of the same over-all height the 
reduction is from 20 to 25 percent. 

Effect of wigdshield's.- The additional drag caused by ---.--_--__ _--___-_ 
two common types of mpnaeelds is shown in figure 20. 
Although hull t:odel 55 was the only one tested vith a wind- 
shield, the results of,tho tests on it may be used to es- 
timate. the ndditianal windshield drag coefficient for the 
other hull models. The high drag'of the undercut mind- 
shiuib is .n.oteadrthy. ' 

Effect of s-ors~_~tripsl dcuth of step, and angle OT -_-------___-__ 
afterbo.dx-keel.- The effect of adding spray strips to mod- 
el 40 is shown in figure 21. The spray strips, which were 
about 2 percent of the',bean in width, increased the mini- 
mum drag of the model by about 8 percent; at 10' angle of 
pitch the increase in.drag *as about 15 percent. For oth- 
er hull -models the effect of the strips mill probably vary 
soi~enhat with .the chino lines, 

Tests were made on model 11-A rrith three depths of 
stop: 1 inchi l/2 inch, and no step. The results of these 
tests are shown in figure +32, A calculation based on these 
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data shows $hat..th'e .increas'c in drag caused by the step '. 
when exp~esseddas a cocffi~icnt basc'd. on the are~t of the 
step gtv.cs a ?elue r;h?ch,docs not vary greatly and nhich 
averages about 0.2113 z:arlier i-2 this report 'it p;ras men@ 
tioned that pointed ste?~s appear to have a higher dreg 
than transverse steps. Th2s .char.acteristic is -probably ' 
due to the fact thaz. pointed steps' are. dkeper t'llao trans- 
verse steps and are rounded to t'ne center line so sharply 
that separation of the ~~~'occu~s. 

Figure 23 'shoms that.u.p.to an angle of about 6' the 
effect of the angle of aft,er-DoCy keel (measured as loaf- 
cnted in fig.' 2) 02 drag is practically"negligible but in- 
creases quite rapidly for larger angles. These results- 
also were obtained froze hnll'modeZ 11-A. 

rake- off .- T-he reststance of a hull model as measured 
in the K.A.C.-4. tank includes the air drag of that portion 
rising above the mater surface so that in making take-off 
CaiCUlatiOZlS the data inthis-reB0r.t need be 'ilsed Only ini 
directly in a manner describ-ed i-n variou-& tank pu?Ylica- 
tions; e.g., reference 3, - 

General discussiono- A comparison between the drag ~-- A------ 
coefficients of flying-boat hulls and the drag coefficient 
of an airship hull should be of sotie interest. The drag 
coefficient of an airsh9p -null at approximately the same 
?.eynoids Num'oer as the hull models tested here was calcu- 
lated from airship data o.btaincd in thc.20-foot tunnel. 
(reference 4) and found to bc~about 0.052; whereas in fig- 
ure 15 the minimum drag coefficient of model 26, the 
"cieGicst" mbdei, is.?o7C-d to 3e 0.092. It therefore a.~* 
pears that it would be possdble, disregarding all practi- 
cgl considerations, to reduce'the drag of model 26 by 
about 43 percent. 

The, requirements of good water performance demand, 
of course, a,variatSon from ideal aerodynanfc form. Al- 
though such irreguiardties as chines ana steps agaear at 
thi,s time to be essential features of hull Zorm, it may 
be possible through judicious des",gn development to reduce 
thetr ii1 efzects without impair$ng the water characteris- 
ticsr The results of these tests indicate that large im- 
provements in t'ne design of many hulls r;oul-d, indeed, be 
possible. 

Since the beginning of their use the design of flying- 
boat hulls has been dominated by their water performance 
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rather than b-y their:aerodynamic qualities. The increas- 
ing,teadency toward high-spewed flying boats having low 
potter loadings and using controllable propellers will un- 
doubtedly shift the focus of attention in the aerodynamic 
direction and it is not beyond the realm of possibility 
to espect ra'dical innovations in the way of retractabl.e 
steps and controllable fairings for steps and chines. 

The data for a representative group of flying-boat 
hull models presented in this report should .be useful in 
design and. for performance calculations. It is planned 
to make further tests on additional models that have been 
or mill be tested in the N.A.C.A. tank thus including a 
greater number and variety of hull forms. Research of a 
more fundamental nature to determine the extent to which 
the drag of a hull is influenced by modifications of chinoa, 
steps, and body contours is also contemplated. 

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va., March 25, 1935. 
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TABLE I 

GASiC DIXENSIOWS AITD. XIBIMJUII AXBODYWAKIC 
DFAG CE4XACTXBISTiCS OF iiULL XODELS 

9 

Leogth 

----- 
in. 

9 6,. 6 

96.0 

95.0 

96.0 

100.0 

117.5 

98.8 

99.4 

99.4 

80.0 

80.0 

100.0 

100 .o 

100.0 

76.1 
.---- 

Dimensions 

Eieighi 

-- 
In. 

13.8 

17.5 

16.3 

14.3 

13.3 

13.8 

12.3 

17.5 

13.3 

13.8 

13.5 

12.8 

14.3 

14.3 

13.0 
--_-_ 

Deam 

.--- 
In. 

16.7 

17.0 

17.0 

19.0 

15.9 

16.8 

17.0 

17.9 

17.9 

13.0 

13.0 

14.0 

13.0 

13.0 

17.0 

----- --- 
Area Jolume 

A V -- ---- 
c.ft. :u.f-t. 
1.14 5.50 

1.80 9.76 

1.70 7.86 

1.66 8.30 

1.02 4.80 

1.22 7.10 

1.36 6 .O "6 

1.90 10.56 

1.43 7.80 

1.13 5.20 

1.14 5.43 

1.13 6.42 

1.19 6.63 

1.19 6.63 

1.12 5.02 
---- ---- 

Coefficients ----- -- 
% CEV 2/3 

(min.) (min.) w-e -- 

0.130 

.098 

. 130 

.140 

.116 

.124 

.158 

.092 

,140 

.103 

.130 

.146 

0 
.ll 

,128 

.094 
..---- 

3.0475 

.0387 

.0560 

l 05G7 

.0416 

.0409 

.0627 

.0365 

.0509 

,0388 

.0480 

.0477 

.0402 

.0432 

.0360 
.---I_ 

'i+iCh 
mgle 

Deg. 
0 

0 

-1 

-1 

1 

-2$ 

1 

0 

-3 

-3 

-1 

-1 

-6 

t Indicates models xi-121 flat decks; the others have rounded 
decks. 

"iYith spray strips. 

CD = $. cDv 213 = --- D 
f2v 2/3 
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Figs. 1, 2,3 N.A.C.A. Technical Note No. 525 

Half-breadth . I 

48.48”------+-28.14” 

Figure 1 .- Lines of N.A.C.A. Model 1. 

Figure 3.- Model 11-A in testing position 

Half -breadth 

Figure E.- Lines of N.A.C.A. Model 11-A. 
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Half -breadth 

Figure 4.- Lines of N.A.C.A. Model 14. 
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Figure 5.- Lines of N.A.C.A. Model 16. 
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Figure 6.- Lines of N.A.C.A. Model 18. 
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Figure 7.- Lines of N.A.C.A. Model 22-A 
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Figure 8.- Lines of N.A.C.A. Model 26 
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Figure 9.- Lines of N.A.C.A. Model 35. 
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Half-breadth 

Figure IO.- Lines of N.A.C.A. Model 36. 

Detail of 
spray strip 

Figure 11.- Lines of N.A.C.A. Model 40. 

13 

Half -breadth Yhine 

f- l/Z 4 

. 

Figure 12.- Lines of N.A.C.A. Model 44. 
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Figare 14.-The dra,g coefficients of hulls with flat decks. 
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Bigue 17 .-The varistio2 of drag cocffi.cient of model 35 with flat ar?_d 
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Figure LB.-The variation, of drzg coefficfc2t of model 11-A wit-h flat aid 
rounded decks. 
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Z?igure lg.-The varia.tion of drag coefficient-of model 26 F;ith flat and 

ro-Edcd decks. 
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X.A.C.A. Fig. 21 
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2i.-The variat?.on of the dra,; coafficixlt of model 40 with the 
addition of spray strips. 
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